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In July 2012, the authors, in agreement with the 
Municipality of Bondeno, a small town in the 

province of Ferrara, conducted a test on historical 
buildings damaged by the Emilia-Romagna 
earthquake. The test verified the effectiveness of 
Low Altitude Remote Sensing for the monitoring and 
management of earthquake emergency on historical 
heritage.
The studies continued during 2013 by applying 
the technology in areas with landslides hazard for 
detailed surveys and monitoring to safeguard the 
historical heritage, and on portions of historic centres 
in complex contests.

Remote sensing technology
Remote sensing includes techniques that allow 
to extract information about a reality placed at a 
known distance from the sensor; this technique 

allows the knowledge of the different characteristics 
of the investigated objects by the observation of 
electromagnetic radiation or acoustic energy by 
means of cameras, laser and radar, thermal devices, 
etc.; the platforms used for data acquisition are 
satellite, aerial or unmanned aerial vehicles. 
The remote sensing methodology indicates 
not only the remote capture of qualitative and 
quantitative information regarding the territory 
and the environment, but also the set of methods 
and techniques for subsequent processing and 
interpretation1.
If the acquisition is at high distance it is called 
Remote Sensing, if it happens at close range Proximal 
Sensing or Low Altitude Remote Sensing.

Low Altitude Remote Sensing
LARS (Low Altitude Remote Sensing) or UAV 
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) remote sensing is a set 
of techniques for collecting data through the use of 
various kinds of sensors operating at low altitude. The 
proximity sensing is used in all those cases where it 
is not possible or convenient to use the traditional 
platforms, satellite and airborne, to collect data 

Historical heritage safeguard: remote 
sensing by drones for knowledge and 
emergency 
The paper presents an innovative technology for the knowledge of the historical heritage with the use of Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) able to capture real-time data in inaccessible areas or in emergency situation. The technology, 
called LARS - Low Altitude Remote Sensing - is carried out by radio-controlled vehicles, commonly called drones, 
with sensors mounted on carriers operating at low altitude. 
The presented applications concern the monitoring of a landslide that affects the hill on which an historic centre is 
placed, the detail knowledge of a complex historical building for an appropriate restoration project, and finally the 
check of the damage state of the historical heritage in post-earthquake emergency
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 FIGURE 2  Electric quadricopter with RC radio

from high altitudes. The technology is used in those 
contexts in which it can be useful to integrate data 
from different altitudes of observation too.
Applications range is from the field of geo-
archeology, engineering, agriculture, applied 
geology to knowledge and monitoring of historical 
buildings, the control of portions of territory with 
high detail, in emergency as result of a natural or 
anthropic disaster1.
The platform allows to acquire, at low altitude and with 
high resolution, structural and architectural details 
of buildings, and also to determine the conservation 
status, structural damage and collapse danger. The 
technology is particularly useful in cases where 
buildings are inaccessible due to serious damage.
The instrumentation used in the presented tests is 

constituted by an electric propulsion quadricopter 
and a helicopter with gasoline propulsion (Figure 1). 
On each aircraft a high resolution camera has been 
installed. The system of the helicopter has been 
modified by inserting a larger aluminium slide, a 
high-definition camera, heli commander, flight 
stabilization system, telemetry for real-time display 
of altitude, position and fuel levels2.
The used quadricopter (Figure 2) was equipped 
with a tool for automatic control of positioning and 
stabilization, both of the aircraft and of the camera, 
so as to have the entire system perfectly orthogonal 
to the scene to be captured. 

LARS for detail analyses on territory and 
buildings: study cases
The first study case concerns the image acquisitions 
of landslide structure over which lies the historic 
centre of San Martino in Pensilis, in Molise region. 
The area is situated in a hillside setting with sandy 
and clayey lithology. In the zone analysis, survey 
and monitoring are in progress in order to extract 
information about landslide arrangement.
The LARS has been used for detail knowledge of 
structural and decorative elements in the case of a 
complex building in the historic centre of Caporciano, 
damaged by the Abruzzo earthquake.
Another case study relates to a test carried out in 
the municipality of Bondeno, where acquisitions of 
historic buildings damaged by the earthquake in 
Emilia Romagna were performed. The test involved 
two churches and a fortified tower, UNESCO World 
Heritage.

Geomorphological study of a complex landslide 
in San Martino in Pensilis
The present work is part of a wider project that 
aims at the protection of historical-architectural and 
landscape heritage through integrated analysis with 
technologies for the safety of the historic centres in 
their totality and not as a set of buildings with different 
value. The historic centres, in fact, in addition to the 
individual economic value, have a historical, cultural 
and social value which must be protected as a whole5.
In this perspective the landslide hazard assessment 

 FIGURE 1  Radio-controlled Helicopter with gasoline propulsion
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 FIGURE 5  Historic centre view (ph. 1), drone in action on the landslide (ph. 2), image captured by drone camera

in the Municipality of San Martino in Pensilis, located 
at an altitude of 281 m above sea level in a hilly 
region of Molise, fits; in the area was planned relief 
and monitoring of landslide that affects one side of 
the hill on which the city centre stands (Figure 3) 
by way of integrated systems of photographic and 
topographic survey.

The historic centre of San Martino in Pensilis rises 
on a hill with sandy-clayey lithologies affected 
by landslides (paleo-landslides and quiescent 
landslides); the study area has an area with paleo-
landslides covered with vegetation and tree farm, 
and a sector covered by natural vegetation with 
sandy-clay sediments mixed with landfill, located in 
the upper part of such structures. The preliminary 
geomorphological analysis was performed on aerial 
photogrammetry, geological mapping and through 
data of existing studies and in situ surveys.
The drone acquisitions are associated with a 
survey with terrestrial laser scanning technology3. 
Subsequently, the aircraft will be equipped with a 
thermal camera in order to identify areas at different 
moisture of the landslide and a possible non-
effective drainage of rainwater. The collected data 
will provide information on the spatial distribution 
of the hydrogeological phenomena for the hazard 
assessment in the area.

Knowledge of an aggregate building for post-
earthquake restoration in the historic centre of 
Caporciano (L’Aquila)
This application has been used in the context of 
integrated analysis4 on an aggregate building (Figure 
6, ph. 2) in the historic centre of Caporciano (Figure 6, 
ph. 1), carried out by ENEA researchers with C.A.Sa. 
architecture office in Pescara; the study predicted laser 
scanner survey, materials characterization testing, 
surveys with thermo-camera and detail acquisitions of 
the roofs through drones. 
The aggregate building appeared very complex with 
various dimensions and different roofs; since there were 

 FIGURE 3  San Martino in Pensilis: study area
 Source: ENEA on Google map image

 FIGURE 4  San Martino in Pensilis: panoramic view of urban centre
 Source: Municipality of San Martino in Pensilis
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not any points of view from other buildings that would 
allow an overview, a view from UAV (Figure 7) was 
required in order to verify also the conservation state. 
The use of integrated methodology with innovative 
technology represented a valid method of providing 
information for the assessment of the vulnerability of 
architectonical heritage, considering the restoration 
and the consolidation of building in complex situations 
such as old town centres4.
The technology has been used to survey and check 
the conservation state of the building roofs. Images 
at different angles of the building were acquired in 
order to get different views of the roofs and check 
their condition (Figure 8).

Emergency: historical heritage damaged by the 
Emilia Romagna earthquake in the Municipality of 
Bondeno
The Municipality of Bondeno, situated in the province of 
Ferrara, was hit by the earthquake in Emilia-Romagna on 
May 20th and 29th and a large part of its architectural 
heritage has been severely damaged5. The territory of 
Bondeno has been severely affected by the earthquake, 
from the centre to the periphery: houses, industrial 
buildings and historic buildings. Many buildings have 
been declared unsafe especially the masonry structures 
in the heart of the city. All the churches in the territory of 
the Municipality were declared unsafe and closed5.
Tests were performed in Rocca Possente, a military 
fortress, on the church and the bell tower of San Giovanni, 
outside the historic centre and the church of the Natività 
di Maria with its bell tower, called Matildica church, in the 
heart of the historic centre.

Rocca Possente, UNESCO World Heritage
The fortress, UNESCO World Heritage since 1999, is 
situated in Stellata place, surrounded by a beautiful 
landscape on the right bank of the Po river. Four different 
acquisitions were performed, one for each side6. Three 
acquisitions were carried out with helicopter, the fourth 
on the main façade through smaller quadricopter; in fact, 
the presence of the staircase leading to the first floor, 
a small building facing the fortress and the presence 
of various obstacles did not leave enough operating 

space for the helicopter, of larger dimensions.
The quadricopter and other small radio-controlled 
vehicles have been used for indoor shooting, in the 
vaulted hall of the first floor, where there was collapse 
danger of the vault; the operator has checked the drones 
from outside the room, in a safe position.
The acquired images, processed by image analysis using 
a new classification object oriented method, allowed 
knowledge of conservation and damage status of the 
building.

Church and Bell Tower of San Giovanni
The church of San Giovanni is located in the urban 
centre, in the entrance of the city coming from Ferrara. 
The main façade of the church suffered a severe crack 
from the architrave of the main access portal to the 
tympanum, visible from the ground5. The bell tower 
showed some cracks but inspecting the top part of 
the cornices at different levels of the steeple was not 
possible. So an acquisition from close range and in 
altitude was needed.
The high-resolution helicopter acquisitions (photos 3 & 
4 in Figure 12) have provided technicians and designers 
with useful information for the safety intervention on 
the bell tower.
 
Church of Natività di Maria
The Church of Natività di Maria, called Matildica 
Church, cathedral in the municipality of Bondeno, is 
situated in the historic centre (Figure 13).
The church had serious cracks in the apse and on the 
vaults with some partial collapse. In the bell tower the 
detachment of the internal stairs from the perimeter 
walls occurred and the vaults are damaged5. 
Firefighters intervened on the top of the church façade 
to remove a detached spear (ph. 1&2 in Figure 14), to 
prevent its overturning.
The acquisitions included the main façade (ph. 2 in 
Figure 13), the two side elevations and the bell tower 
in the façade facing the square (ph. 3 in Figure 13). 
Detail acquisitions (Figure 14) showed damage caused 
by the earthquake (ph. 2 in Figure 14) but also the 
conservation state of the architectural and decorative 
elements (ph. 3 in Figure 14).
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 FIGURE 6  Historic centre of Caporciano (ph. 1) and main façade of the building (ph. 2)

 FIGURE 7  Quadricopter during a fl ight acquisition

 FIGURE 8  View of roofs by quadricopter camera
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 FIGURE 9  Views of Rocca Possente, Stellata place, Municipality of Bondeno

 FIGURE 10   Helicopter in action for images acquisitions of damage in Rocca Possente, Bondeno

 FIGURE 11   Images acquired by helicopter: visible damages on masonry, slab and roof
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 FIGURE 12  Church of San Giovanni in Municipality of Bondeno: view of the bell tower (ph. 1), helicopter in action for steeple image acquisitions 
(ph. 2), helicopter views (ph. 3&4)

 FIGURE 13   Matildica Church façade (ph. 1), helicopter during the image acquisition (ph. 2&3)

 FIGURE 14   Images captured by video-camera on the helicopter
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Considerations
The UAV remote sensing is a low-cost technology in 
terms of equipment and maintenance and is used when 
it is not possible or convenient to use the traditional 
platforms, satellite and airborne, to collect data in 
inaccessible area for height or collapse damage or 
after a natural disaster.
It’s possible to equip the radio-controlled aircrafts 
with different sensors for multiple acquisitions such as 
thermal and multispectral cameras, or environmental 
sensors that allow data collection in real time or the 
drafting of damage maps in hazard or emergency 
situations. The Low Altitude Remote Sensing is therefore 
a technique that can integrate the usual methodology of 
survey. The integrated analysis becomes a monitoring 

tool to safeguard the territory and the historical heritage 
by providing their knowledge and conservation status4.
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